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Charge-Density-Wave Mechanism in2H-NbSe2: Photoemission Results
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The layered charge-density-wave (CDW) material2H-NbSe2 was studied by angle-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy. We present the first experimental mapping of the Fermi surface (FS)
portions involved in the CDW transition. From this and additional data on the conduction band
dispersion near the Fermi level we conclude that the CDW instability in this material is driven by
FS nesting and not by saddle point singularities. [S0031-9007(99)09298-4]
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Among the many transition metal dichalcogenide
(TMDCs) with charge-density-wave (CDW) instabilities
2H-NbSe2 is a particularly interesting case. It undergoe
at TCDW ø 35 K a second-order phase transition into a
incommensurate two-dimensional CDW phase [1]. Th
(threefold degenerate) CDW vectors are oriented alo
the GM directions of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ
and have a magnitude ofjQCDW j 

2
3 jGMj s1 2 dd 

0.688 Å21 [1]. The quantity d ø 0.02 is a measure
of the incommensurability and is slightly temperatur
dependent. The resistivity of2H-NbSe2 remains metallic
belowTCDW and shows only a small anomaly at the pha
transition, indicating that the CDW does not involve
large modification of the Fermi surface [2]. Upon furthe
cooling,2H-NbSe2 finally enters a superconducting phas
sTc  7.2 Kd [2,3] which coexists with the CDW [1].

The precise origin of the CDW instability in2H-NbSe2
(and other TMDCs of the2H polytype) has been a mat-
ter of debate for years. Some authors argue that the ph
transition is driven by Fermi surface (FS) nesting [4,5
with electron-phonon matrix elements playing an add
tional role [6]. This mechanism is similar to the Peierl
instability in one-dimensional metals [7], except that in th
quasi-two-dimensional2H-NbSe2 only fractions of the FS
satisfy the required nesting condition. Because the rema
ing FS parts do not participate in the transition, the CDW
not accompanied by a metal-insulator transition, unlike
one dimension. The CDW vector is given by the nestin
vectorQFS. A completely different mechanism has bee
suggested by Rice and Scott [8]. They have shown tha
two-dimensional conduction band with saddle points clo
to the Fermi level is unstable against CDW formation.
this theory the CDW vector is determined by thek-space
separationQSP between two saddle points, with the rele
vant pair of saddle points depending in addition on th
electron-phonon coupling strength. Both CDW theorie
are based on band theoretical results [9,10] on conduct
band dispersion and Fermi surface topology. Experime
tal information is, however, scarce, in particular, becau
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the relevant FS sheets have never been observed in
Haas–van Alphen (dHvA) experiments [11–14]. A ve
recent high-resolution photoemission study on the rela
compound2H-TaSe2 confirmed an extended saddle ban
region near the Fermi energy [15]. Large CDW-induc
energy shifts observed in this region seem to favor
Rice-Scott mechanism for this material.

In this Letter we report on angle-resolved photoemiss
spectroscopy (ARPES) on2H-NbSe2. We have performed
a direct mapping of the Fermi surface sheets respons
for the CDW formation and find that they display nestin
behavior in good agreement with the observed CD
vector. From energy distribution curves we confirm th
existence of saddle points near the Fermi level. Th
position, however, cannot account for the actual CD
periodicity.

The ARPES experiments were performed mainly with
VG ESCALAB Mk. 2 spectrometer equipped with a two
axis manipulator, which allows photoelectron detecti
over the entire half-space above the sample surface [
The spectra were measured with He-I radiation (21.2 e
at room temperature, employing energy and angular re
lutions of 60 meV and1.5±, respectively, except where
otherwise stated. Clean (0001) surfaces were prepare
in situ cleavage of the2H-NbSe2 crystals.

Fermi surface.—The FS topology in2H-NbSe2 is in-
timately related to its layered crystal structure. Ear
non-self-consistent band calculations [9,10] found that
predominantly Nb4d-derived conduction band display
an almost two-dimensional dispersion, thus leading to t
sets of cylindrical hole surfaces centered about theGA and
KH lines of the BZ, respectively [10]. Because the un
cell of the 2H polytype contains two formula units, al
bands and hence FS sheets are actually doubled. Thei
generacy is slightly lifted by interlayer coupling and spi
orbit interaction. The interlayer interaction also caus
a small corrugation of the cylinders along thekz direc-
tion. More recent density-functional calculations [13,1
including our own [18] yield an additional small pancak
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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shaped hole surface centered at theG point. It origi-
nates from akz-dispersive band of mostly Se4pz origin.

While dHvA measurements have confirmed the panca
object, no dHvA signal has ever been observed for th
cylindrical FS sheets [11–14]. It has been speculate
[12,13] that the formation of large electron orbits aroun
the cylinders is prevented by the incommensurability o
the CDW, which is always present at the low temperatur
required for dHvA measurements. The only experiment
evidence so far for the existence of cylindrical FS shee
comes from electron-positron annihilation, which finds
hole cylinder aligned alongGA but still fails to detect the
one alongKH [19].

In Fig. 1 we display our ARPES results on the Ferm
surface. Figure 1(a) contains the photoelectron intens
distribution Iskk, EFd excited from the Fermi levelEF .
Herekk denotes the surface-projected photoelectron wa
vector. The intensity distribution thus represents a
image of the two-dimensional FS cross section [20–22
As predicted by band theory, the map shows a FS
hexagonal shape in the BZ center and a second sh
centered aboutKsHd, which is observed here for the first
time. At the outer edge of the map, one can even see pa
of the GA cylinder(s) in the next BZ. The double-walled
nature of the FS sheets is not resolved. The intens
bridges between theGA andKH surfaces seen along the
GKsAHd direction result from the low binding energy
of the conduction band, which in this region is smalle
than the width of the resolution-limited energy detectio
window (see below). No indication is observed for th
G-centered flat pancake surface. Because of its smallkz

extension, it is probably not accessible by He-I radia
tion [23].

Obviously, the hexagonal shape of the inner hole cylin
der provides ideal nesting conditions, with the nesting ve
tor QFS given by the edge-to-edge distance alongGM.
For a more detailed view of the inner FS we display i
Fig. 1(b) the modulus of the two-dimensional intensit
gradientj=kk

Ij. In many cases the gradient map allow
a more accurate estimate of FS contours than the ori
nal intensity distribution [22]. However, this method can
fail, if the linewidth of the ARPES peak responsible fo
the FS signal exceeds that of the energy detection windo
[16]. In this case Fermi vector locations may still be bette
obtained from the intensity maxima. The two conductio
bands making up the cylindrical FS sheets in2H-NbSe2
behave differently in that respect. Though not resolve
in the FS maps of Fig. 1, they are distinguishable in th
energy distribution curves of Fig. 2. Whereas the peak
higher binding energy displays a linewidth of,200 meV,
much larger than the instrumental resolution, the very sha
low dispersion of the near-EF structure prevents a reliable
estimate of its width; it may be comparable to the energ
window. This makes it difficult to define a unique criterion
for a correct FS determination. Nonetheless, the intens
and gradient maps still provide upper and lower bounds, r
spectively, for the nesting vector of theGA cylinder. From
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FIG. 1. Fermi surface mapping of2H-NbSe2 by ARPES
(angular resolution:61.75±): (a) photoelectron intensity dis-
tribution versus in-plane momentumkk. Also shown is the
Brillouin zone with its critical points. (b) Modulus of the two-
dimensional intensity gradient on an enlargedkk-scale. The
position of the conduction band saddle points is marked
solid circles (including error bars); the vectorQSP connects
two saddle points along theGM azimuth. The dashed arrows
denote the upper and lower limits of the Fermi surface nest
vectorQFS (see text).

the contours of maximum intensity in Fig. 1(a), or equiv
lently the contour of zero gradient in Fig. 1(b) (white con
tour), we obtain an upper limit ofQFS # 0.87 Å21. The
lower limit is derived from the intense inner contour (i.e
the one next to the unoccupied region aroundG(A) [22])
in the gradient map:QFS $ 0.69 Å21. Because of the
blurred appearance of theKH cylinders in the intensity
map and the discussed problem of correct FS data in
pretation, we are reluctant to extract equally detailed
formation for theGA cylinder.

Saddle points.—Calculations predict two-dimensiona
saddle point behavior in the conduction band dispers
about half-way alongGK [9,10,13,17,18]. Rice and Scot
have shown that the (sixfold degenerate) saddle po
can lead to a CDW instability, if it lies close enough t
the Fermi level, i.e., if its binding energy is comparab
to kBTCDW (ø3 meV in 2H-NbSe2). However, in the
band theory the saddle point appears at a much hig
energys,200 meVd. In addition, the calculated distanc
between a pair of saddle points (measured parallel to
4505
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FIG. 2. Energy distribution curves on the dispersion of the Nb4d-like conduction band doublet alongGKsAHd (pathA) [(a) and
(b)] and along a circular trajectory with fixedjkkj  1

2
GK (path B) (c). The EDCs in (a) are high-resolution data measured

20 K [24]. The dashed curve in (c) serves as guide to the eye.
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GM direction) would lead to an incorrect2 3 2 CDW
superstructure [4,10].

In order to obtain experimental information on th
saddle points we have measured energy distributi
curves (EDCs) in the relevantk-space region. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows a room-temperature series of ED
measured along theGKsAHd azimuth (“pathA”); some
additional high-resolution spectra taken at 20 K [24] a
contained in Fig. 2(a). In both data sets the conducti
band emission appears at an emission angle ofu  10±

and disappears again foru . 24±. The highest binding
energy, i.e., the dispersionminimum, is assumed at
about 1

2 GK, where the spectra display a distinct doub
structure. Except for a sharpening of the Fermi edg
the 20 K spectra show the same behavior as the roo
temperature data and, in particular, no indication of
CDW-induced gap opening. Figure 2(c) displays EDC
measured on a circular trajectory with fixed in-plan
momentum jkkj  1

2 GK but varying azimuthal angle
Df off the GKsAHd line (“pathB”). The higher binding
energys,200 meVd peak of the doublet shows a sma
but detectable downward dispersion for increasingjDfj,
i.e., Df  0 corresponds to a dispersionmaximum. This
verifies that at least the deeper lying conduction band h
a saddle point near12 GKsAHd.

However, for a possible role in the CDW instability, th
band closer to the Fermi level is of greater importanc
In the high-resolution spectra of Fig. 2(a) it appears as
weak emission riding on the low binding energy tail of th
much broader 200 meV peak and cut off by the extreme
sharp Fermi edge at 20 K, thereby giving rise to
peculiar double-peak line shape. In the room-temperat
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spectra [Fig. 2(b)] the near-EF “peak” degenerates into
a shoulder. While it is difficult to derive a precise
binding energy for this feature, it certainly does no
exceed 50 meV. The lower binding energy conductio
band thus appears strongly renormalized relative to ba
theory. A similar observation has recently been made
2H-TaSe2 [15].

The saddle point location in reciprocal space was det
mined from the room-temperature spectra (due to inst
mental limitations, high-resolution data could not be tak
along nonazimuthal directions [24]). Figure 3 displays th

negative second derivative2 ≠2

≠E2 Iskk, Ed of the EDCs in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) as gray-scale maps, cut off below a s
able threshold to suppress noise and negative values [
Away from the Fermi level this quantity yields a good e
timate of the actual peak energy, but like the intensity ge
strongly distorted nearEF , when thermal and instrumenta
broadening is large. Nonetheless, as the energy of a m

mum in2
≠2

≠E2 Iskk, Ed is a monotonous function of the true
binding energy, it still contains information on the qual
tative band dispersion and, in particular,the character of
the band extrema. The plots in Fig. 3 thus correctly reflec
the band minima and maxima of the two conduction ban
along pathsA andB, respectively, though they cannot ac
count truthfully for absolute binding energies close toEF .
For comparison, we also display our calculated conduct
bands [18]. From the data in Fig. 3 we locate the sad
point of the near-EF band at0.56 6 0.09 Å21 alongGK
s 46% 6 7% GKd. Its position is also marked in the
gradient map of Fig. 1(b), agreeing well with the locatio
of zero gradient (white spots), as it should.
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FIG. 3. Negative second derivative of the EDCs in Fig. 2
a clipped gray-scale plot (see text for details). The sad
point of the upper band is marked by the solid white circl
Also included are our density-functional bands alongGK
and AH. Note that near the Fermi level the maxima i
2

≠2

≠E2 Iskk, Ed reflect only the qualitative dispersion and shou
not be confused with the true binding energies.

Conclusions.—Our ARPES data not only verify the
existence of a saddle point at, 1

2 GK but also find the
Fermi vectors alongGKsAHd in good correspondence with
band theory (cf. Fig. 3). These findings differ from th
ARPES results of Liuet al. [15] on2H-TaSe2, which show
an extendedsaddle band, with the occupied range alon
GKsAHd much wider than predicted by band calculation
In agreement with Ref. [15], our data indicate that th
near-EF band lies much closer to the Fermi level tha
predicted by both the earlier band calculations as w
as our density-functional result. This suggests stro
band renormalization due to electron-electron or electro
phonon interaction. Thek-space location of the saddle
point is not consistent with the Rice-Scott model: Th
resulting separation between the relevant pair of sad
points [cf. Fig. 1(b)] isjQSP j  0.97 6 0.16 Å21, far off
the observedjQCDW j  0.688 Å21. This finding and the
apparent absence of a gap opening in the 20 K spe
(i.e., belowTCDW ) around the saddle point [Fig. 2(a)] give
experimental support to earlier suppositions [4,10] that t
CDW instability in2H-NbSe2 is not explained by the Rice-
Scott mechanism. For2H-TaSe2, Liu et al. arrived at a
different conclusion [15].

The data in Fig. 1 rather suggest that the CDW tran
tion in 2H-NbSe2 is driven by FS nesting. This not only
leads to the hexagonal cross section of theGA-centered
hole cylinder almost perfect (self-)nesting of the corre
orientation but also the size of the corresponding ne
ing vector, jQFSj  0.69 0.87 Å21, from our conserva-
tive estimate, is reasonably close to the observed CD
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vector. A slight deviation ofQCDW from the bare nest-
ing vector could be caused by electron-phonon matrix el
ments or additional contributions from intersheet nestin
if this maximizes the CDW energy gain.
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